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fl April 14, 2005 -. News - Observer 
HOPE & MEANING Experiencing the devastation of Sri Lanka changes a person; coming hor~1e brings more chqnge 
ry Bob Kirkpatrick 
Senior reporter 
It had been an intense afternoon at 
the Sambodhi House mental hospital. 
Rhiannon Holbrook had spent the 
majority of her time cleansing the bed-
sores of a man named Ananda who 
would likely die from them because the 
hospital had neither the resources nor a 
medically traine_d staff to prevent his 
untimely death. She said the sores were 
·so deep' she could tap on his femur. she 
needed a break. 
It was less than a 10-minute ruk-tuk 
(Sri · Lankan taxi) ride from Sambodhi 
House to miles of smooth sparkling 
sandy beachfrpnt and the therapeutic 
sounds of the sea and a hypnotic view 
of the distant horizon. 
"I decided to go down to the beach, 
sit in the warm water, relax and eat my 
string hoppers (thin pasta), fish and 
vegetables somehow take my mind off 
things," Holbrook said. "As I sat there 
for a moment, I felt something float 
over the top of my hand as the water 
drifted towards the shore." 
At first Holbrook thought it was a 
piece of a seashell, so she thought noth-
ing of it. Then another object floated 
by, this rime it looked to her like part of 
a sand dollar. 
Moments later another fragment 
brushed by Holbrook. Suddenly she 
realized the pieces were all part of a 
human skull. Another wave rolled onto 
the beach and what appe:ared to be a rib 
and forearm'bone were deposited in the 
sand next to her. 
"I lost my appetite at that point," 
Holbrook said; "I got up and left." 
Although Holbrook returned the 
next day to the beach because that was 
her nature, and "because it was so 
unbearably hot," she was still struggling 
to sort out the jarring disconnect 
between the expectations of what she 
set out trying to accomplish, and the 
reality of international relief work. 
Amidst breathtaking scenic beauty, 
human devastation was literally washing 
ashore. 
She was pick-pocketed and harassed by 
Sri Lankan men everywhere she went. 
Struggling with a bizarre mix of 
emotions, one minute Holbrook feels as 
though she didn't accomplish anything 
while she was there because "there is 
still so much to do." The next minute 
she expresses resentment regarding the 
way she was treated, and wonders why 
she went in the first place. 
"I've decided that a good way to 
describe Sri Lanka is as a country of 
extremes," Holbrook said. "It's either 
fantastically beautiful, or utterly disgust-
ing. There seems to be very little middle 
ground, at least in my memory. Or 
maybe, once again, my_ youth is show-
ing." 
Michael Ogden, associate professor 
of communication at Central 
Washington 
Universi_ty who 
has traveled to 
exotic parts of 
the world as a 
member of the 
Peace Corps, 
said her reac-
tions are com-
pletely normal. 
"It's a classic 
case of culture 
Ogden 
Holbrook, a self-proclaimed adren-
aline junkie, was on another adventure 
studying abroad in Scotland when she 
received a newsletter in an e-mail from 
Global Crossroads, a non-profit organ-
ization was offering internships to stu-
dents to volunteer to help with the relief 
efforts in Sri Lanka. 
Within 14 days Holbrook hopped 
on a plane in Scotland and headed back 
to Seattle, to try to find sponsors to 
help pay her way. She soon headed to 
Sri Lanka. 
For the next four weeks Holbrook 
would witness first-hand the daily strug-
gles encountered by the people of Sri 
Lanka as they attempted to piece 
together what was left of their lives. 
She started in Colombo. 
She met Sri Lankans who were dis- Clockwise from top right: Lasante, Sri Lankan, and Tash, Australian, both members of Global Crossroads 
carded like trash and put into a mental construct the framework for a house in Sri Lanka. A young child whose mother was killed by the tsunami is 
hospital. There were others who had now being taken care of by the females in her community. The house to the right of the banner was the 
lost everything, but were st:Ubbornly first reconstructed by Global Crossroads. Completed March 16, it required the work of over 100 volunteers. 
refusing aid. As a female and a Three human bones washed up into the hands· of Rhiannon on the Sri Lankan coast. Child photo qy Marilee of 
Westerner, Holbrook was an easy mark: British Columbia. Other photos qy Rhiannon Holbrook. 
Colombo: Culture shock, hardship 
Holbrook first stayed in Colombo. 
"I woke up at 8 a.m. and it was hot 
already so I just laid there for a minute," 
Holbrook said. ''Then I heard these 
tropical . birds and I said to myself 
you're not in Kansas anymore." 
Holbrook got up, showered, and ate 
a breakfast that consisted of bread, jam 
and tea, and within an hour, was head-
ing out the front door of the guest-
house to check out the town. 
"T was disheartened at first. I was 
cheated at every turn until I learned the 
currency exchange and value of items 
here;' she said. "I was also pick-pocket-
ed, harassed by the men until I learned 
to wear a ring on my wedding finger, 
and hit up for money constantly by the 
poor, all because I am a westerner." 
She did, however, befriend a tuk-tuk 
(taxi) driver named Kuma who warned 
her one evening that three men were 
about to follow her down an alley. But 
he, too, had an agenda, Holbrook said. 
"He'd take us to places we didn't 
want to go at times because he knew we 
had money and would have to pay the 
fare," Holbrook said.· ''But we had to 
use him most because he's the only tuk-
tuk driver that knew the location of our 
job sites." 
Holbrook said one of the hardest 
things she did was face a woman who 
approached her carrying two babies, 
followed by two smaller, emaciated 
child~en, asking for help. 
For individuals like Holbrook the 
opportunity to help those in need in a 
foreign land can be intoxicating. So 
much so, that Holbrook readily admits 
she may not have thought her decision 
to go to Sri Lanka entirely through. 
"I really didn't know what to expect 
when I got over there," Holbrook said. 
"I figured I'd learn a lot and 'maybe 
have some fun." 
Holbrook did not read up on the 
specifics of the culture because she 
didn't want to prejudice her outlook, a 
decision ·she would come to regret. 
Dadalla: Listening 
to the stories 
"It's 6 a.m. The alarm 
that I'd hung outside of 
the mosquito net last night 
went off and woke every-
one up," Holbrook said. 
When Holbrook and 
members of her group 
from Global Crossroads 
arrived for the first time in 
Dadalla, the locals physi-
cally pulled them aside to 
describe what had hap-
pened to them. 
"Tsunami, my house ... 
finished, my wife finished," 
were the cries of the vic-
tims heard by Holbrook as 
she encountered those 
who survived the disaster. 
"Tsunami my son, my 
father, my daughter, my 
husband, all finished." 
The repercussions of 
the tsunami devastation 
Graphic ry Amy Lynn Taylor 
easily disrupted the social 
and economical balance of 
Sri Lanka, as well as the 
other 10 countries affect-
ed. 
"The people here have 
been badly damaged, not 
only in terms of fatalities 
and injuries, but in terms 
of self esteem and person-
al confidence;' Holbrook 
said. ''They want to recov-
er, but it seems so hope-
less." 
Rhiannon's Biography 
• Born in California, 
moved to Washington 
at age 12. 
• Lived in Lynden, WA 
until she was 19, then 
moved to Ellensburg to 
attend Central 
Washington University 
• Age: 21 
• Senior, Triple Major: 
Communication 
Studies, Sociology and 
GerJeral Studies in 
Humanities 
• Community 
Involvement: 
Communication in 
Action (CIA) club, 
Lambda Pi Eta 
(Communication 
Honor Society) and 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
(Business Fraternity), 
Kittitas Search and 
Rescue (KSAR) 
• Employment: 
Jazzercise. She has 
been a wild land fire-
fighter for the last two 
years. 
• Plans after college: 
Any one of the follow-
ing: Med School, Law 
School, a master's in 
intercultural communi-
cation or a master's in 
international 
bu~nes~trade,Peace 
Corps ... Unless some-
thing else comes up 
and then she'll consid-
er that. 
• Hobbies: Photo-
graphy, hiking, travel-
ing, movie watching, 
spending time with her 
family and 5-month-
old niece. 
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Magalle: "I couldn't take it all in. This place is so dirty that you can't tell if the garbage, 
chunks of cement, shoes and flip-flops are part of the destruction or if it was already there." 
- Rhiannon Holbrook 
Holbrook said it was odd seeing 
what was left standing in Magalle: a ran-
dom wall from a missing house. 
Holbrook and her group went to a 
refugee camp in Magalle (pronounced 
Ma-gall) to initiate a cricket match . to 
boost the children's morale. Because of 
the Sri Lankan culture, the group real-
ized that girls "weren't allowed to play a 
boy's game," so instead they handed the 
.girls pens and paper. 
After the boys' game was finished, 
the group collected the papers. The 
images on the papers shocked the 
group, Holbrook said. 
"There were 24 pictures of dead 
people floating, and waves killing ani-
mals, and two pictures that were of 
plants," she said. "Even one of those 
can be interpreted as d~pression; it had 
four rows of flowers, each flower hav-
ing successively less petals until the last 
one was dead and drooping." 
Troubling to Holbrook was the 
unofficial status of the refugee camp in 
Magalle. Forty-nine families who once 
owned their own homes . refused to 
leave their land to relocate. 
Consequently the Sri Lankan govern-
ment denied them aid. 
"The members of Global Cross-
road have focused special attention 
upon this camp because of their cir-
cumstances," Holbrook said. "We have 
donated powdered milk and vegetables 
purchased with personal money, and 
toys donated from families all over the 
world." 
A representative from the Sri 
Lankan government offered to donate 
six plots and build six houses for the re-
fugees. But the Magalle Camp leader 
refused be-cause the refugees wanted to 
stay together and would only accept 
homes for all 49 families. 
With the monsoon season fast 
.approaching this created ethical prob-
lems for the group, causing some mem-
bers to question why they were helping 
in the first place. 
Holbrook said members of her 
group including herself found this 
incredibly greedy and irrational. Others 
sympathized with the families. 
The resistance she witnessed caused 
Holbrook to realize how different the 
Sri Lankan culture was from her own. 
For the Sri Lankans, priorities were 
community and unification. Global 
Crossroads' priority was to provide 
shelter before monsoons came and 
more people would die unnecessarily. 
When Holbrook last heard, the Sri 
Lankan government had agreed to let 
the Global Crossroad organization 
build 35 houses for the refugees. Now 
they must find land and funds to build 
the community. 
Returning home is hard · 
Within four days after leaving Sri 
Lanka, Holbrook returned to Ceritral 
for a 9 a.m. Law and Society class. 
"I'm back to doing normal things," 
Holbrook said. 
Holbrook said she is good at block-
ing out things and plans to put Sri 
Lanka "out of my head until I'm ready 
to deal with it." 
Holbrook, now three weeks depart-
ed from Sri Lanka, is still trying to find 
a way to debrief herself from the cul-
ture shock and emotional trauma she 
experienced. 
She feels she's no longer seen as a 
competent adult since her return. While 
in Sri Lanka, she worked side-by-side 
with philanthropists and individuals 
with careers in law, engineering, medi-
cine, and construction management, all 
performing the same tasks. It was a 
place where age was not a factor. 
"I didn't want to go home because I 
was just going to be 21 again," 
Holbrook wrote to one of her col-
leagues. "I was right; as soon as I 
stepped off the plane I was a daughter, 
a student, and a young inexperienced 
person again." 
Holbrook said she and her mother 
were conversing. when her mother hap-
pened to throw in the phrase, "but 
you're still just a kid." This made 
Holbrook extremely ~ngry. 
"I'm tired of not being taken seri-
ously and being overlooked for oppor-
tunities because of my age," she said. "I 
had my faith in myself reaffirmed in Sri 
Lanka and realized that I am useful and 
that I can be a valuable part of a team 
if just given the chance. I have a long 
way to go, but I think Sri Lanka was 
definitely good for me in that respect." 
It has been an enormous struggle 
for Holbrook to sort out what her 
experience means to her. Visibly shak-
ing, her voice trembled at times as she 
recalle.d her time spent in Sri Lanka. 
Holbrook said she is beginning to real-
ize that some of her initial memories 
have come up tainted. 
"While reliving my experiences for 
my family, I've been shocked to realize 
that many of the stories that first come 
Top to bottom: 
Katsu(I) and 
Wasenai (r) cel-
ebrate Katsu's 
birthday with 
gifts including 
masks brought 
by Global 
Crossroads 
members. A 
young child 
holds the Sri 
Lankan flag on 
the beach and 
gazes at the 
coming mon-
soon. 
Photos f?y Rhiannon 
Holbrook 
to mind are of how awful it was there, 
and how terrible the people are," 
Holbrook said. "I didn't really realize 
that I felt that way until I came home. I 
always stop myself, however, and 
remember that there are wonderful 
people there, and kind people, those 
who were really trying to help us." 
Holbrook was reading e-mail when 
she heard about the 8.9 aftershock that 
hit two days after she returned home. 
Immediately she was ready to hop on a 
plane and head back to Sri Lanka. 
"I had heard about it and I'm really 
scared right now, because I still have 
friends there, including one that was 
flying into Colombo today," she said. "I 
wish I knew what was going on with the 
people I know there ... I can't get a hold 
of any of them. If another tsunami 
hits, I need to find a way to get back 
there, it's not an option I have to go!" 
Galle: Digging 
ditches, facing a 
brutal reality 
In Galle, Holbrook spent her morn-
ings at a construction site in the trench-
es. She and other members of Global 
Crossroads dug several six-foot-deep ~y 
three-foot-wide septic tank ditches with 
nothing but pick-axes and shovels for 
the six houses they were building. 
In the afternoons, she worked with 
Lynn, a nurse from the United 
Kingdom, in a mental hospital called 
Sambodhi House. 
"This place is absolutely surreal, she 
said. "It's a place where people with 
mental illness and physically handi-
capped people have been abandoned or 
warehoused by their families." 
Holbrook said a man took his wife 
to Sambodhi House because he found 
no worth in her after she became a 
paraplegic during childbirth, and lost 
the baby as well. 
To Holbrook, this went against 
every principle ·she'd · been taught 
regarding the value of a human life. 
Sambodhi House would serve as a bru-
tal day-to-day reminder of a part of Sri 
Lankan society she could not reconcile. 
She will never understand how they 
could leave 48 kids tied to their beds to 
drown, an image that haunts her. 
Sambodhi House, according to 
Holbrook, was absolutely filthy, as peo-
ple use the corners of the rooms for 
toilets. The caretaker had been there 
since he was 4-years-old and had 
absolutely no medical training. 
"I don't think much will shake me 
anymore," Holbrook said . 
. , 11 1 1·~ . 
..•. ~
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Jazz ensemble hears money jingle before jetting to Europe 
. ' 
ry Matt Malone 
5 ta.ff reporter 
Not many students get an opportu-
nity to travel to Europe while still in 
college, but Central Washington 
University's jazz ensemble has earned 
the privilege of being invited to one of 
the largest and most prestigious 
European music celebrations in the 
world: the North Sea Jazz Festival. 
"This is a once in a lifetime oppor-
tunity. You can always go to Europe, 
but you can't play and see some of the 
best acts in the world," said Mark 
Claassen, junior education and per-
. formance majors. 
Less than a week ago, things were 
looking bleak for the jazz ensemble 
with growing concerns that they would 
not be able to receive sufficient funding 
from the Services and Activities com-
mittee said Chris Bruya, director of jazz 
studies. 
After a nail biting week, the music 
department was awarded enough fund-
ing from the provost, dean and vice 
president of student affairs. It was also 
awarded $10,000 from S & A funding. 
Bruya explained the music festival 
will consist of a riine-day excursion 
across Europe, including Amsterdam, 
Montreux, Paris and finally den Hag of 
Holland before returning home. 
The North Sea Jazz Festival is 
world-renowned for the many musical 
genres it offers. There will be 200 acts, 
with 1,200 musicians performing jazz 
and jazz-related music like blues, funk, 
soul, hip-hop, Latin and R&B. Students 
Funding for ;Jazz Band Tour 
Jazz band 
fundraisingl 
sii:~· ~~ I 
c:o ntributh:n• l 
S~l'o 
Dean CAH 
co. nt.ributio n 
'15°/o 
will also attend the Montreaux music 
festival in Switzerland featuring artists 
such as B.B. King, Elvis Co;;tello, The 
Hives, Tori Amos, Velvet Revolver, 
Amy Lynn Tqylor/Observer 
Isaac Hayes, Alice Cooper and tnany 
· more. 
The. total cost of the trip for the 
group is $60,000. There will be 20 jazz 
students attending the festival from 
Central. Each stqdent is making month-
ly payments that will total $1,000 out of 
his or her own pocket, on top of pur-
chasing his or her own passport. 
"We had to raise $10,000 ourselves, 
as a band. We've been playing various 
extra gigs like one we did recently in 
Moses Lake," Claassen said. 
The jazz ensemble is still working 
on raising money .to cover unforeseen 
expenses their trip may incur, Bruya 
a~ded. To help cover these costs, the 
jazz ensemble will be performing with 
Orchesis, Central's interpretive dance 
troop, at 7 p.m., May 13 in the concert 
hall in the Music Education Building. 
Admission costs will be based on 
donations, which the jazz ensemble will 
dedicate entirely to the trip. 
LGBT conference brings leaders from across nation to Central 
ry Taishi Kanamaru 
5 ta.ff reporter · 
The first lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender (LGBT) conference titled 
"The Power of One: LGBT Leadership 
Conference," will be April 22 - 23 at 
Central Washington University's cam-
pus. 
Dustin Jarred, the conference plan-
ning committee chair, started planning 
this event about a year ago. He thought 
it would be a valuable resouree for stu-
dents. 
People are coming to the confer-
ence from New York, Pennsylvania and 
as far as the Philippines. 
"It is pretty much the national con-
ference," Jarred said. "We are expecting 
between 150 and 200 people." 
The official Web site of the confer-
ence shows such objectives as: gaining 
learning opportunities and leadership 
development for the LGBT community 
and its allies, as well as strengthening 
existing organizations. 
You've had a chance to think about your priorities. To define what 
matters to you. Now, you need a plan to get there. Let us show you how 
a master of science in taxation from Golden Gate University can make a 
difference in your career-and your lHe. 
Master of Science in Taxation 
• An MS in taxation offers you the next step towards a successful career in the growing 
field of tax ' 
• Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a combination of in-person and 
online classes 
GGU will personally advise and design a degree-completion plan for you 
• Complete one additional year of credits towards the CPA examination requirements 
• A year from now, you could be in a tax internship or a full-time job 
We offer flexible evening, weekend. and online classes. Classes start in May and 
throughout the year. Visit us at www.ggu.edu/taxseattle or call 206-622-9996 for 
. a free personal advising appointment. 
GGU Seattle, Josh_ua Green Building, 1425 4th Ave., Suite 404, Seattle 
BUSINESS I LAW I TAXATION I TECHNOLOGY 
GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY 
Conclirrent sessions will focus on 
three topics: leadership, ally develop-
ment and gender awareness. 
Conference events feature keynote 
speakers such as Elizabeth Birch, who 
is one of the most visible women in 
corporate America and an important 
lesbian figure. 
The conference will also feature a 
performance by the Seattle Women's 
Chorus at 7 p.m., April 23 at the Music 
Education Building concert hall.. The 
chorus will pay homage to the great 
female groups and singers of the '50s 
and '60s. The performance is free and 
open to the public. 
Jarred hopes the entertainment will 
lead to "embracing all people," howev-
er, since the conference will take place 
on Central's ~ampus, he thinks that st,u-
dents should show some understanding 
for the LGBT community. 
''A lot of the students here don't 
understand the issues that go with 
LGBT community," Jarred said. "If I 
were to share that with someone who 
Wher-e will YC>U 
live thi§ fall? 
Now Taking Reservations 
For August and September. 
Call Today 
University Place Apartments 
:-::.:-::.::::::::::::::: ·::::···. 
University Park Apartments 501. &~ 1.11'- i.ie. wwi;~ppfuPerti~~;ijtim 
Linder Chiropractic 
Doctors of Chiropractic 
DR. SANDY LINDER, DC 
DR. MYRON LINDER, DC 
Preferred providers for Premera Blue Cross, 
Uniform Medical, L&I, Medicare & most 
private insurances. 
96Z·ZS70 
Massage Therapy Av~ilable 
Stop in or call! 
1.011. N. Alder Street 
Simple Care plan available for 
those without insurance. 
doesn't know anything about it, it's 
going to be harder for them and me." 
Jarred said that although the climate 
on campus is becoming a little more 
conservative, he , hopes that some 
changes will happen in Central's cam-
pus throughout the conference. 
"This would really open the door 
for those people who come and get 
those resources," Jarred said. 
For more information , or to regis-
ter, go to www.cwu.edu/ -diversity/ 
leadership.html 
NAOMI 
WOLF FAN? -
See a review of 
her speech@ 
regnant .. : 
and scared?, 
You have options 
1-800-395-HELP 
Free Test · 
Caring 
Confidential· 
In Ellensburg 
call 925-2273 
111East4th st. 
www.Pregnantandscared.con1 
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Drought: students will not go unaffected 
Casey Wagner/ Observer 
As a result of the drought, Central will draw water from the 
Town Ditch - known by students as the Ganges - for the first 
time ever. The water will be used to irrigate campus. 
by Allison Maddox 
S tajf reporter 
It is no secret that the past winter 
was odd because of little snowfall and 
early spring weather. Howev~r, accord-
ing to the Capital Press, Agriculture 
Weekly, it has become a growing prob-
lem in the Central Washington area as 
the drought approaches. 
Students consume water and say 
they are aware of the drought, but 
never took it into close consideration. 
"My showers are never abnormally 
long, of course they can't be while liv-
ing in the dorms, but no, I don't think 
anybody will be fully aware of this sit-
uation nor do anything about it until it 
affects therri personally," sa,id Ashley 
Bailey, fres~man education major. 
According to Cameron 
fyf cCormick, Central Washington 
S & A rolls out request$ for fall of 2005 
by Patrick Lewis 
Managing editor 
The Services and Activities 
Committee is one meeting away from 
deciding how to use $4.2 million of stu-
dent fees for the next biennium, last 
Friday. When that meeting ended, the 
committee had room to add dollars to 
requests instead o'f more cutting. 
SUB /REC construction was the 
largest item on the budget, $850,000 
annually over the next two years. 
Some groups may be receiving 
money for the first time. Among those 
were the Observer, approved · for 
$50,000 each year, and the Central 
Theatre Ensemble for $20,000 each 
year. The · Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transvestite Alliance (LGBTA) also 
requested new funding, but was denied. 
The committee justified their decision 
to deny LGBTA's request, stating that 
·they did not want to set a precedent for 
funding individual clubs. 
Cuts were made in many areas. 
KCWU may have $50,000 slashed from 
their request. The committee approved 
$200,000 annually for KCWU. 
"We're just not sure that they need 
to fund a position to train students 
when that should already be happen-
ing," said Robert McGowan, one of the 
faculty members. 
. ''A lot of their request is based on 
the move to the new SUB, and we're 
unsure of when that is going to hap-
pen,'' said Tylene Carnell, a student 
member. 
Another cut was to Childcare 
Central, an organization that cares for 
infants. The request was to cover cur-
rent debt. Only a small fraction of the 
children belong to students. 
The committee wanted to support 
childcare, but felt there were additional 
resources for parents to utilize. The 
Early Childhood Learning Center did 
receive $213,912 in funding however. 
The administrative member of the 
committee, Kevin Kimball, abstained 
from almost every vote. He voted on 
several line-items, the ones that dealt 
directly with administrators. 
"This is a student board dealing 
with money from students, they should 
be making t~e decisions of how to use 
that money," Kimball said. 
Zack George, chairman of the S&A 
Committee, felt everything went pretty 
well since the process has taken twice as 
long this year as it did in the past. 
"Previous committees have shown 
irresponsibility in their budgets, and I 
think we fixed that and were able to 
more fully represent the entire cam-
pus," George said. 
Going into the last meeting, the 
committee said it hopes some line items 
could be further reduced. A fiscal tech- . 
nician position was cut and the commit-
tee wants to find ways to fund it. 
The budget was to be approved 
Wednesday after the Observer went to 
print. 
University visiting assistflnt professor 
of geography, there are several things 
that students can do to conserve water, 
such as changing water devices like 
shower heads to low flow instead of a 
standard setting and use large loads 
while washing clothes. 
According to Daniel Beck, Central 
biology professor, the drought will cer-
tainly affect students, as well as the 
farms around the area. there will be an 
increase in fires, a short~ge in water 
supply, and the drought may even dam-
age the landscape Beck said. 
"Students will be affected by the 
drought simply because they are a part 
of the community," Beck said. 
According to the Capital Press, on 
March 10, Governor Christine 
Gregoire declared an official emer-
gency drought that covered the entire 
state, though central Washington will 
be affected most. 
The declaration allows the 
Washington State Department of 
Ecology to dispense $10 million in 
emergency money ·to farm holders, 
specifically in Roza and Kittitas coun-
ties. 
"When one of these drought years 
it takes about three years to get the 
fields back to where they were prior to 
the drought assuming we have normal 
years," ~aid Gregoire, in an MSNBC 
interview. "Today was the start of ask-
ing every single citizen to start thinking 
about their water use. And every drop 
you save, that will be available to us 
tomorrow." 
For more information ·about the 
drought, McCormick advises visiting 
the Washington State Department of 
Ecology website at or call them at 
1-800-468-0261. 
Big money spent, but no band yet 
for seniors graduation celebration 
By Andrew Van Den Hoek, 
. f taff reporter 
All that is currently known about 
Senior Celebration is $25,000 of the 
services and activities budget has 
been committed to retaining an artist 
for the end-of-the-year gig. 
Tqere are concerns over spend-
ing a large sum of money on the 
event's headlining act. · Event coordi-
nators see the $25,000 differently. 
"Why is it not appropriate to 
spend less than 1 percent of the 
services and activities budget on 
something that will have a great 
impact on what we're expecting to be 
more then 25 percent of the student 
population?" said Derrick Peters, 
ASCWU executive vice president 
and coordinator of the Senior 
Celebration committee. 
Scott Drummond, director of 
campus activities, is assisting the sen-
ior celebration committee with find-
ing a headlining artist. 
The committee is expected to 
decide soon who will perform. 
"Schedules, possible tour con-
flicts, and whether a performer is in 
the committee's budget are all things 
that have to be considered," 
Drummond said. "Probably the 
most difficult thing the committee 
faces is finding an artist that will be 
liked by the largest number of stu-
dents. This made that much more 
complicated by the fact that there are 
· so many different genres and tastes 
in music to consider." 
Thursday, April 21, 
11 - 3 
• 
CllNTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVl;RSITY 
.............................................. 
Y-.fol-UI~ 
sponsored by: Career Services 
SUB 
Theatre and Ballroom 
• 60+ employers expected 
• Jobs and internships 
• Positions for all majors '"" 
,,, 
Are you ready? 
Contact Career Services for 
fair preparation and resume reviews. 
Career Services: 509-963-1921 • www.cwu.edu/-career 
. . . . . . ~ ' . .. ~ . .. 
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*Chocolate mint 
apything 
*Fast construction on 
the new SUB /REC 
*The new Quiznos in 
town 
*Eloping! 
*Synchronized traffic 
lights . 
*Car gnomes 
*Staring contests 
*Caff einated beverages 
*Boys with accents 
*Brazilian women 
*New beer at Happy's 
Market 
I 
10 
Thvmb~ Dowt1 
*The Ellensburg 
wind · 
*Current students not 
being able to. enjoy 
the new SUB/REC 
*Not having a 
Wendy's in town 
*Squeaky shoes 
*People who don't 
use their turn signals 
*Bad weather causing 
bad hair days 
*Wet paper (it's really 
gro~s) 
*The end times 
*Night class 
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The Observer welcomes letters to the 
editor. All letters must be submitted 
by 5 p.m. Monday before the week of 
publication. Letters must be typewrit-
ten and less than 300 words. 
All letters must include your name 
and phone number for verification. 
Only one letter a month will be 
accepte~ from an individual. 
The Observer reserves the right to edit 
for length, style, grammar, libel and 
matters of taste. Anonymous letters 
will not be published. 
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The 
Observer, Central Washington 
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-
7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax to 
(509) 963-1027. 
Submissions can be brought to the office, e-
mailed to Observer@cwu.edu, mailed to 
Observer at Central Washington University, 
Ellensburg,WA 98926 or faxed to (509) 963-1027. · 
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• Monday1 3 p.m. - Weekend sports infor-
mation. 
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ARTIST'S EYE 
Reader argues 
guys prefer 
logic over worry 
First of all, Rachel, your generaliz-
ing statement that "guys place so much 
emphasis on cars" is about as bad as me 
saying your recent accident was your 
fault because you are a woman and 
therefore, a l?ad driver. We both know 
that is a very ignorant and sexist state-
ment. So is yours. 
Secondly, I can promise you that my 
car receives no special treatment. It is 
just as dirty or dirtier than my room. 
The same goes for most of my guy 
friends' rooms and cars. 
Third, I am on the side of your 
boyfriend in regards to obtaining the 
cyclist's information. From how you 
described the accident, it was the bicy-
clist's fault. If you . look at RCW 
46.61.755 it confirms "[every] person 
riding a bicycle upon a roadway shall be 
granted all of the rights and shall be 
subject to all of the duties applicable to 
the driver of a vehicle ... " 
I do not, however, say any of this 
· without concern for the cyclist. 
Nevertheless, by the way you 
described his actions after the incident 
the cyclist was fine. He was more wor-
ried about the scratch on your car 
because he knew the damage was his 
fault. 
Finally, I found your concluding 
question [" ... do guys care more ab~mt 
their cars than people?"] very disturb-
ing. I cannot say if your boyfriend was 
completely uncompassionate for the 
man that hit you. If so I suggest you 
stop using him to generalize the entire 
gender of man. However, if this is not 
the case I suggest you listen to him and 
understand the logical conclusion to 
you accident; the cyclist was fine 
because he said he was ok. 
Worrying about his health is now 
his problem, stressing over it is not 
going to do you or your friend any 
good. And he should pay for the 
scratch, not because your car is more 
important than his health (see above) 
but because he hit you. 
Antonio Magnotti 
jwlior painting major 
Firing a slacker 
• • 1s no surprise 
As someone who used to work with 
Robert Reith, I was surprised by his let-
ter in last week's Observer. Unlike 
Reith, I still have my job. In fact, I have 
worked at this establishment for almost 
two years (though I did take a break 
from work when. preparing for the 
GRE). 
It surprises me Reith regards his dis-
missal as such a mystery. Reith men-
tioned turning off his phone because 
the manager called him to see if he 
could work extra shifts. Here's a tip for 
your new job, Reith: If you don't want 
the manager to offer you extra shifts, 
do not ask for them. 
Instead of listing possible reasons 
for your dismissal here (Ldon't want to 
embafrass. you), I invite you to call me 
and I will clarify the issue to the best of 
my knowledge. (Also, di~ it occur to. 
you the manager would have explicitly 
discussed your employment status with 
you via phone but was unable to reach 
you?) It saddens me you considered 
your dismissal may have been illegal, 
because I have never known someone 
to be so oblivious to the consequences 
of his or her actions. 
The part of Reith's letter that disap-
pointed me most was his rude descrip-
tion of my manager (his former manag-
er). This woman is not perfect, but who 
is? I have come to see how much she 
cares about her employee.s. I have , 
learned the best way to communicate 
with her, and Reith, this does not 
include turning my phone off and not 
returning her calls. My manager•'Yorks 
extremely hard and is always reachable 
by her employees if something happens 
at work or if we need to ask her a ques-
tion. She is extremely tolerant and is 
very forgiving. If an employee needs a 
day off, she is very accommodating. 
Once, an employee broke a work com-
puter by installing a game onto it 
(which was not allowed). 
Did she fire the employee? No, she 
actually laughed when the guilty party 
confessed. She is not the monster you 
painted her to be in your silly little let-
ter. 
At times I have disagreed with her 
actions, but I know that she is the man-
ager and is deserving of respect. 
Perhaps you should re-evaluate that 
"old world work ethic" of yours, and 
incorporate some respect for your 
superiors into it. 
I would like to address the issue of 
job security and Reith's "why work 
harder than I have to" attitude. (That 
attitude from a graduate student in the 
teaching program is truly astonishing.) 
To answer your question, the "dili-
gent" employee who works his behind 
off is much smarter than "the one who 
skates by." I have had co-workers at this 
establishment treat their presence here 
as a favor to us. This is not the correct 
attitude to have. 
There is never a shortage of appli-
cants when a spot needs to be filled. An 
employee who "skates by" not only · 
brings negativity to the workplace, but 
also burdens his or her co-workers 
when they don't care enough about 
their job to do it correctly or provide 
first-rate customer service. 
Am I a diligent employee? Of 
course! I appreciate my job and I enjoy 
it, too! There are even times when I can 
do my homework at work, something I 
appreciate very much. I appreciate (and 
respect) my manager, too. Those with 
-poor work ethics and negative attitudes 
are replaceable, and that is something 
to remember. Reith should have appre-
ciated his employment, and demon-
strated his appreciation by being a 
respectful, model employee. 
J~ica Troupin 
senior ptyclDbgymajor 
visit www.cwu.edu/---observer 
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The Observer staff 
would like to extend 
their apologies to 
any readers offend-
ed by a feature that 
ran in the "Wildcat 
Winners"' edition. 
The "Best of 
Camping" column 
was intended to be 
a light-hearted piece 
and was not written 
with the intent to 
offend anyone. 
Want to <;G-C- ~ow nl'./w<;, <;C-G-nl'./ oY-
<;porf-<; bvi~ in thl'./ pcipl'./v? ~ciil 
v~ cit ob~l'./Wl'./vevwv.u:lv, cind 
Y-l'./r'llUVl~Y- to rt'l&/Vdl'./ thl'./ fir'lll'./1 
dafo, loc.-ation and e..<>n-fdc.-t infoYrY1a-
fion. 
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i?J Ke/see Wheeler 
S tajf reporter 
By the time students reach college, 
nearly all of them have been asked, "So, 
what do you want to be when you grow 
up?" ~t is a question pondered often 
throughout life, even by those consid-
ered to be "grown-ups." This 
month, Central Washington 
University's Career Services 
department wants to help stu-
dents answer that question with 
"Career Quest" -and Road Trip 
Nation. 
This year's 
"Career Quest" 
will be held from 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m., 
April 21 in the 
Student Union 
Building theater and 
ballroom. "Career Quest" is a time for 
students to mingle with employers from 
various companies. Students have the 
opportunity to make contacts in their 
fields of interest, as well as hand out 
resumes and set up interviews. 
"Students should· 
try to look at companies in 
a broader light,'' said 
Teresa Youngren, 
Employer Recruiting 
Coordinator for Career 
Services. "We do have a couple 
agencies that are coming that have busi-
ness, law, accounting and other oppor-
tunities." 
Youngren invites students to 
explore all available options that one 
company may have to offer. More than 
40 companies are attending Central's 
"Career Quest" including Boeing, 
KAPP /KVEW TV, Peace Corps, 
Pathguide Technologies, Inc. and 
Verizon Wireless. · 
Aside from making contacts with 
new businesses 
attending 
t h i s 
year, 
there's 
some-
thing else 
that may get 
students interested in 
"Career Quest": Road Trip Nation. 
Road Trip Nation was found-
ed by three individuals - Nathan 
Gebhard, Brian McAllister and Mike 
Marriner. Road Trip Nation members 
travel around in a green ~.v. in order to 
find students who will cruise through 
the United States and inter;view leaders 
across the country. 
Road Trip Nation began when the 
three graduated college. With no idea 
of what they wanted to do, they pur-
chased an · R.V., painted it . green and 
traveled for three rrio,i;lths. · Diµing 
those three months, they inter.viewed 
more than 80 people ~ Various careers. 
Pie~!~;& fr211d n~1I~ 
duf C::811f;--r2/ r211d 
~)r2?"8~ 11~ Mtl~l°vr2/ 
/r21enl 
Road Trip Nation now exists to find 
students wanting a similar experience of 
traveling in an R.V and 
interviewing various 
employers. The idea 
is that the experi-
ence will help stu-
dents figure out 
what to do with their 
lives. Central students will have 
the chance to learn more during 
"Career Quest." 
"It's too late to sign up for this sum-
mer, but students should really get 
involved for the following summer,'' 
Youngren said. "It'd be a good idea to 
prepare now." 
Students can sign up to be a 
part of Roadtrip Nation 2006. 
Road Trip Nation is 
intended for graduating 
seniors, but it is never 
too early to start 
thinking about it. 
"Sure, I'd be interested. 
You have got nothing to lose,'' 
said Summer Braaten, junior 
tourism management major. 
Students are also encouraged to 
attend Roadtrip Nation's presentation 
from 6 - 8 p.m., April 21, in the SUB 
Theater. There will be free food for all 
the "career hungry" students who 
attend. For more information about 
Road Trip Nation, visit their Web site at 
www.roadtripnation.com. 
-fr2ie fire Mlnule~ !& 
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Mad about the SUB 
S~-As 
a 21-year-old male 
with character traits 
consisting of shy, 
bashful, and dum-
founded, all seeming 
to peak around pretty 
women, I feel a change 
needs to be made. 
For guys 35 to 50, 
looking for a lady isn't 
as difficult; you look 
for a ringless ring fin-
ger, and then make 
your move with some-
Brent 
Littlejohn 
Staff reporter 
What about new 
dorms? The last I 
heard, the dorms are 
practically full, and 
the "largest fresh-
man class in history" 
every year isn't help-
ing the cause. And 
what about the 
food? Yesterday I 
bought corndogs 
and onion rings and 
couldn't tell by taste 
which one I had 
thing like, "How you doing? Can. I 
buy you a fish sandwich?" For us 
younger gentlemen; we run into 
the problems that hardly anyone is 
married and there are no easy ways 
to know if someone is single or 
not. 
This, my friends, shall be a 
problem no more. I declare we all 
wear colored wrist bands, a certain 
color if you're single, a certain 
color if you're taken and a certain 
color if you aren't interested in 
dating. The plan really seems flaw-
less, I think I'll e-mail George W 
this afternoon to work out the 
details. 
SUB? More like SUCK,-
Right now I hate"nothing mo~e 
than th.e qew ·SUB. I measured-it 
the other day::and it will officially 
be the biggest buildirrg in the 
world. It dwarfs everything on 
campus, and looks more out of 
place than I do at a "Curves for 
Women" gym. I realize that it will 
end up being super fancy, but I 
could have thought of a dozen dif-
ferent ways to blow all that money 
that wouldn't be so obscure and 
awkward. 
taken a bite of. 
I read that the new SUB will 
have basketball courts for non-ath-
lete students, while-the athletes get 
Nicholson Pavilion to themselves. 
I wonder how excited the athletes 
will be to use old gyms while a 
bunch of idiots mess around in 
brand-new facilities. Maybe the 
worst problem of all is that many 
construction projects at Central 
don't meet deadline, or even come 
close. Will juniors this year get 
anything out of dealing with the 
annoying and terribly ugly disarray 
of their campus?Will the sopho-
mores? 
_ Tm -:- And to end on a more 
important note, what do you call a 
hot tub with cold water? If a sand-
wich is hot, it's labeled a hot sand-
wich, same goes if it's cold. Should 
we ditch the "hot" part of the 
official hot tub name, and refer to 
them as tubs? 
From there you can add hot or 
cold to the name accordingly. Man, 
this is the kind of stuff I think 
about in communication and sci-
ence classes, but it is too intense 
for a Sunday evening. I quit. 
1?1i~ i~ 1i6'-f wif ~ 
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ry Danielle Martinez 
S tajf reporter 
The smooth sound of Lenny Price's . 
saxophone has moved to Ellensburg. 
The nationally recognized recording 
artist and jazz musician is now a student 
in the Central Washington University 
music department. Price has reached 
many milestones in his life and decided 
the next is a music education degree 
from . Central. 
Originally from Detroit, Mich., 
Price discovered his love of reed instru-
ments including the clarinet and oboe. 
"My real passion is the saxophone," 
Price said. 
Later in life, Price received a bache-
lor of science degree from the U.S. 
Naval Academy to appease his parents. 
He then returned to his infatuation of 
music. 
Price's dedication to jazz led him to 
play various reed instruments with one 
of the most influential and famous 
African-American jazz musicians, Earl 
Klugh. 
"With my largest influence, Earl 
Klugh, I recorded my first album enti-
tled, 'From my Heart'," Price said. 
Other artists Price looks to for 
inspiration include Steely Dan, Sting 
and Cannibal Artly. 
Deciding to "shift to another area," 
Price packed up his life in a U-haul and 
drove 2,300 miles t_o Ellensburg to pur-
sue a .degree in music. He is . interested 
in music education and "sharing his 
passion with others" Price said. 
He currently helps wit_h music class-
es at Yakima Valley Community College 
and is excited about the opportunity to 
work with local students and make a 
career out of teaching music to others. 
Since his move, Price has set up 
many jazz groups, including the Galileo 
Quartet, to play at local venues such as 
the Starlight Lounge and Jazz in the 
Valley. 
For more information about Lenny 
Price, or to check out a schedule, go to 
his Web site at www.lennyprice.com. 
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Turn Around played last Wednesday at Club Central. Left to right: Erik Christensen, Seth Schlegel, 
Shane Kodad and Eric Robert. They will return to Ellensburg June 4 at Grant's Pizza. 
Turn Around and listen to some music 
ry Kathryn Lake 
Asst. Scene editor 
Musical talent is constantly coming 
out of Seattle; Turn Around, an up-
and-coming band, visited Club Central 
last Wednesday. 
Turn Around has its first album 
coming out in May .. The self-titled EP 
has four songs and will be available 
May 6 at its show at the Paradox in 
Seattle. It will be available May 17 
online. The band of four quirky mem-
bers will be back in Ellensburg June 4 
at Grant's Pizza. Lead vocals and gui-
tarist Seth Schlegel, drummer Shane 
Kodad, keyboardist Eric Robert and 
bass guitarist Erik Christensen make 
up the ba?,d. ~ - ., ,, 
. Q: How· k~tig . have y'Ou . ?been 
together? 
Kodad: About two years now. 
Robert: Although I'm relatively 
new, I started about a year ago. 
Q: What sets you apart from other 
bands? 
Kodad: We have a unique sound 
for the Seattle area. 
Schlegel: Our unique quality. 
When you come to a Turn Around 
show, you notice every song. When you 
go to other shows, all their songs 
sound very similar. We try to have vari-
ety in our music. Where if you are kind 
of into "poppy" -rock, you will like 
some of our songs or if you are into 
rock you will like some of our songs. 
We really try to have a full spectrum of 
sound. Our versatility sets us apart. 
Q: What are your musical influ-
ences? 
Chmtensen: That's where things . 
get mixed up. 
Kodad: I think we all have very dif-
ferent ones. Seth (Schlegel) is the 
singer/song writer. Eric (Robert) is 
jazz and blues. 
Christensen: Shane (Kodad) is 
more upbeat rock. 
Schlegel: Every band, when they're 
asked that is going to be like 'do you 
want us to list all the bands off?' Well · 
no, our musical influences range from 
really mellow acoustic indie rock stuff 
to the heavier side of metal. What we 
play isn't really any of them. We range 
from one end to another. We don't all 
listen to the same band, which I think 
is good. 
For more information about the 
band visit www.turnaroundmusic.net. 
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FOR NO INATI S 
... and th& categories are 
· Stud$nt of th~ Year award 
D!vimtty and Equity award 
Dorothy Purser award 
Mosaic award 
Most !nspiratlcmai F acuity Member avmd 
Srh1q~ Suilder award 
Most inspiratfomd award 
Most Inspirational Staff/ Administrator award 
Socia! Activist award 
Campus Collaboration award 
Torture friends, win a prize 
f?y Brent Littlejohn 
Staff reporter 
The bare minimums of life: oxygen, 
water, food, sale-priced beer, sleep and 
Halo 2. The last may seem a bit out of 
place to some Central Washington 
University students, but to others there 
is nothing more important. Central's 
chapter of the Public Relations Student 
Society of America (PRSSA) is hoping 
those students come to their first Halo 
2 tournament. 
PRSSA will hold its tournament for 
the popular XBOX game starting at 11 
p.m. Saturday, April 16 in Barto 
Lounge. The tournament will finish "We're hoping there will be 50 (par-
when only one person remains. _ ticipants), because we are promoting it 
PRSSA hopes their tournament heavily," Hanley said. "We put posters 
stands out from others by providing a up in places like the dorms. Our goal 
little extra for their competitors. would be 100 players, but we're thinking 
"The most exciting thing about the there will be at least 50." 
tournament is the prize, a PSP and a 
game," Meghan Hanley, Central PRSSA 
chapter president said. "Second prize is 
two wireless XBOX controllers." 
A PSP is the new handheld video . 
game device made by Sony. 
The tournament will have four digi-
tal data projectors and projector 
screens, allowing 16 players to play at 
one time. 
Registration is at the door with a 
required $5 entrance fee. If you think 
you're the best Halo 2 player in 
Ellensburg, come prove it and if noth-
ing else, have some fun while eating the 
provided pizza and soda. 
· There may be no better way to 
spend a Saturday night than eating 
greasy food and electronically blowing 
up your friends. 
Club makes a fashion statement 
f?y Heather Watkins 
S tajf reporter 
As the world thrives on fashion, so 
do the members of the Fashion Club at 
Central Washington University. 
The Fashion Club members are 
busy all year round with about 20 regu-
lar members; however, they are always 
looking for people to join who are 
interested in fashion. 
''We had a lot of seniors in the club 
last year, and now we're working on get-
ting the attendance back up," said 
Jessica Gunderson, senior fashion club 
president. 
In the past, the club has raised 
funds by participating in the Ware Fair 
on tampus. They also held a car wash 
at Albertsons to earn money for their 
annual fashion show in the spring. This 
year the club involved the Seattle 
Children's Hospital in their fundraising 
to provide healthcare for children that 
can not pay for it. 
Every February, the club travels to 
Las Vegas to view fashion from around 
the world. There are more than 6,000 
vendors and the students get to look at 
the upcoming styles. Some of the 
women in the club have also been able 
to set up interviews on the trip. 
"The club is a really great experi-
ence," said Vicki Shaffer-White, associ-
ate professor family consumer sciences 
and club adviser. "It's completely stu-
dent-run ... I am there to advise them." 
For this spring's fashion show, the 
club is creating new ideas. They are 
organizing the show to display clothing 
pieces designed by students in the fash-
ion merchandising major. The show 
features clothing from local merchants 
in Ellensburg, Yakima and Seattle. 
The fashion show will feature styles 
for spring, summer and fall. The club 
wants to show students what will be in 
style for the fall season. 
The Theatre Arts department will 
have some student-designed costumes 
displayed ai the show as well. The club 
is always looking for new designs and 
will showcase any piece that a student 
has created and sewn themselves. 
The Fashion Club always needs vol-
unteer models of any sbape or size, and 
those who are interested can contact 
Gunderson at 509-845-4037. 
Scholarships are being awarded to 
students in the family and consumer 
sciences and fashion field that range up 
to $500. The deadline is coming up 
soon. Those interested should contact 
Shaffer-White at shafferv@cwu.edu. 
The club usually meets at 3 p.m. on 
Tuesdays in Michaelsen Hall, room 205. 
The time is subject to change, so if 
interested, conta-ct Shaffer-White or 
Gunderson. 
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April 20, 2005 • 4 p.m. • McConnell Auditorium 
CENTRAL ·WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
U.S. Secretary of Defense 1994-1997 and Recipient of U.S. Presidential Medal of Freedom 
Senior Fellnw, Hoover Institution on "War, Revolution, and Peace 
Michael and Barbara Berberian Professor at Stanford Universi-ty 
Co-Director, Preventive Defense Project 
Expert in International Security, Arms Control, and U.S.-Korea Relations · 
~ 'T" The Power 01 One~ 
'Y LGBT. Leadership eonlerence : 
. April 22-23, 2005 • Central Washington University 
1 iJ rn &ii~ i' 11111:\'1•HMn1e1n111"11rn 1tt1 irna 
REGISTRATION FORMS available outside SUB 213 or submit ' 
online www.cwu.edu/ "'diversity (click on The Power of One) 
Three conterence tracks: 
LEADERSHIP I ALLY DEVELOPMENT I GENDER AWARENESS 
Kevnote speakers and hlUhllUhts: 
ELIZABETH BIRCH 
former Director of the Human Rights Campaign 
speaks on civil rights and gender issues. 
SHANE WINDMEYER 
facilitates a special track on fighting 
hate and bias. You must pre-register 
for this! Limited space! 
Hostess JENU-WINE BEAUTE MC's a night with 
~AGDALEN HSU LI performing, followed by a 
get up and dance party! 
SEATTLE WOMEN'S CHORUS 
and A:DONIS (ensemble of the 
Seattle Men's Chorus) perform 
on Saturday night! 
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERS_IT : 
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution/TDD 509-963-2143 
Sponsored by Diversity Education Center, 
Center for Student Empowerment and 
Center for Excellence in Leadership. 
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Wins don't 
come cheap 
Lack of funding threatens 
lacrosse's hunt for post-season 
l?J Paul Boutte 
S tajf reporter 
The Wildcat men's lacrosse_ team needed a win against 
Whitman College on Sunday in order to make the playoffs. 
Central fought hard and played a very physical game, but 
lost12-7. 
"We basically had to win that game," midfielder T.J. 
Serrianne said. 
Whitman scored first on an off-sides penalty, a fore-
shadowing of how the game would unfold. Central com-
mitted 15 fouls and spent a total of 11 minutes in the 
penalty box, compared to Whitman's three penalties and 
one and a half minutes. 
Right after putting the first score on the board, 
Whitman added another. They made a quick strike, so fast 
that Central's defense seemed dazed. Central had a brief 
possession, but it didn't yield any points. Midfielder 
Serrianne was confined to the penalty box for one minute 
on a slashing call, and immediately following the advantage, 
Whitman scored again. 
"We learned some good lessons today, but we need to 
learn patience and poise," said head coach John Pidgeon. 
Central finally came to life offensively, displaying some 
quality possessions and good shot opportunities, but was 
unable to convert them into goals. Eventually midfielder, 
Jon Stenson put Central on the board in the second quar-
ter. Whitman answered right back, despite goalkeeper 
Brian Allen preventing many shots from reaching the cage. 
Attacker Ben Sadler had a second chance rebound off 
Allen that found the back of the net. 
Central stormed right back with some good passing 
that led to two quick goals by midfielder Johnny Mack. 
That made the score 4-3 in the second quarter, but Central 
· went flat in the third quarter and neyer came closer. 
It only got worse toward the end of the third quarter 
FACE-OFF: 
CONGRESS, 
BASEBALL AND 
STEROIDS. 
SHOULD THEY 
COEXIST? 
PAGE 14 
OUTDOORS: 
FLY-FISHING 
THE YAKIMA 
RIVER, A CUT 
ABOVE THE 
REST. 
PAGE 15 
Michael Bennett/ Observer 
Records fall as Wildcats • Will 
l:y Brooke S aui 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University's 
softball team is back to its winning 
ways. It has won five of six games and 
is in the process of breaking various 
school records against Western Oregon 
University and Seattle University. 
In the opening game against 
Western Oregon last Thursday, pitcher 
S~ra Badgley threw a complete-
game shutout that Central won 3-
0. Badgley broke Central's record 
for career strikeouts of 168, 
previously held by · Jill 
McCarthey (2002-2004). 
Badgley is also on pace to set 
new single-season and career 
records for lowest opponents' 
batting average, as opponents are 
batting just .178 against her this 
season (.221 for her career). 
"Sara Badgley has done an out-
standing job for us," head coach Gary 
Frederick said. "She deserves the 
recognition she is getting for breaking 
records." 
Right fielder Patty Martinez drove 
in a total of four runs while going two-
for-three. 
"I'm really happy," Martinez said 
about her performance. "I was just 
feeding off of our team." 
In the second game of the first 
doubleheader, pitcher Sarah Withers 
threw her second shutout of the season 
allowing only four hits, helping the 
Wildcats win 
3-0. 
Martinez 
had two doubles in the game, driving in 
two runs. Third baseman Jen Sweeney 
also hit a double in this game. 
Shortstop Annie Becker hit her first 
triple of the season and had an RBI. 
The Wildcats won the first game on 
Friday against Western Oregon 4-3. 
Badgley extended her record to 9-5 
with the win. Robertson hit a solo 
home run in the third inning and dou-
bled in the sixth, bringing in a run. 
Maxfield had two RBis in the game. 
"I felt good when I came up to bat," 
Maxfield said. "I just had a feeling that 
something was going to happen." 
In the second game of the 
double-header on Friday, 
Central won 10-8. Withers 
whose record is now 5-5, 
recieved the wm. 
Badgley received her 
fourth save on the sea-
son and brought in 
three RBis off a home 
run hit during the first 
inning. 
Catcher Kelli Spaulding 
doubled down the left field 
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Wolves show Wildcats who's the boss in GNAC . 
Micheal Bennett/ Observer 
qy Tedc!J Feinberg 
Steff reporter 
With an important series over the 
weekend, the Wildcats' baseball team 
looked to make a statement. 
Unfortunately for them, so did the 
Western Oregon Wolves. 
Western Oregon feasted on Central 
· in the four game series between the 
two Great Northwest Athletic 
Conference rivals, sweeping both 
Saturday and Sunday double-
headers and taking command 
within the division. 
The past weekend was a 
measuring stick for Central. A · 
17-11 record placed them two 
games behind the first place 
Wolves, division champs for the 
past three years. West~rn Oregon, 
however, proved to still be the baseball 
kings of the GNAC while Central was 
left wondering what could have been. 
Saturday's two defeats came in espe-
cially demoralizing fashion. In the first 
game of the twin bill, Western Oregon 
put up four runs in the top of the sixth 
to take a 7-3 lead. The Wildcats, how-
ever, fought their way back in the bot-
tom half of the inning. 
Bringin' the heat. Wildcat senior pitcher Gordon Chubb delivers 
a pitch during last Saturday's game against Western Oregon. 
Designated hitter Kevin Knutsen 
continued his power surge this season 
Tiger orchestrates Masterful comeback 
qy Chris Thompson 
S tafj reporter 
The headlines could have read 
"DiMarco Wins Masters to Claim First 
Major" if it wasn't for that Tiger Woods 
character. After both players finished 
four rounds at 12-under, the pair went 
to a playoff at Augusta National Golf 
Club in Augusta, Ga. Then, with a 15-
foot birdie putt on the first playoff 
hole, Woods- earned the fourth green 
jacket of his career. 
After shooting a 2-over par in the 
first round, Woods settled down, shoot-
ing a 6-under on Friday and a 7-under 
on Saturday to go into the final day at 
11-under par. 
On Sunday, he suffered a minor col-
lapse at the end, bogeying the 17th and 
18th holes before winning in the play-
off. 
Woods returns once again to num-
ber one in the world and DiMarco will 
go home with the . confidence that he 
can play with the best in the world. 
Major League Baseball 
After starting the season off with a 
5-1 victory over the Minnesota Twins, 
the Seattle Mariners have p.roceeded to 
lose four of their last six games. There 
are some positives, as Ichiro has contin-
ued to dominate from the plate, posting 
a .464 average in six games and new 
third baseman Adrian Beltre is batting 
.310 early in the season. 
20s w~ 5th 
• Certified. Personal Trainers 
• Tanning & Tanning ID'tions 
• First Visit Always Free 
30 Day Unlimited Tanning $35 
Largest Selection of Cardio Machines 
Quarter Special $65 
tax included 
CHECKING ACCOUNT 
DEBIT CARD 
ONLINE BANKING 
TELEPHONE BANKING 
just Two Blocks Off Campus At 
101 W. University Way• 925.3000 
with a leadoff homerun making the 
score 7-4. It was Knutsen's sixth jack of 
the year. Following consecutive ground 
outs, Central started a two-out rally 
against Western Oregon starter Nick 
Waechter, who simply lost his control. 
After a 
scoreless seventh inning on both sides, 
Western Oregon took the lead for good 
in the eighth. 
The secorid game of the double 
header, a seven-inning affair, was even 
more excruciating for the Wildcats. 
Central built a 3-1 lead going into the 
seventh inning thanks to homers from 
Sepanski, a two-run bomb in the third, 
and Martin, who hlt a solo shot in the 
fifth. 
The Wildcats were also getting pro-
ductive pitching performances ... Pitcher 
Jesse Orton started, throwing four solid 
inniJJgs, surrendering only a run on 
three hits. He was followed by Scott 
Parrish, who tossed 2 1 /3 innings of 
hitless ball. With one down in the sev-
enth, Head coach Desi Storey elect-
ed to p~ Parrish and brought in 
closer Rob Stump. A single and 
a walk put runners at first and 
second. Ramos delivered a -
double to left, scoring both 
runners and knotting the game 
up at three. 
The play did not come with-
out controversy, however. Pinch 
runner Tom Lepley scored the 
tying run on a crafty hook slide that 
homeplate umpire Ken Wyrick believed 
beat Sepanski's tag. Stump felt differ-
ently regarding the close call. 
"Sometimes you make mistakes and 
the ball gets hit," Stump said. -"But 
when there is an important play at the 
plate, the ump needs to get the call 
right. I saw the play. The runner was 
out." 
UMMER OBS 
The Central Washington University Conference and Retail Services has several 
temporary Conference Service Assistant positions available. These positions are 
expected to begin the week of finals (no later than June 11, 2005) and will 
terminate on or before Sept. 15, 2005. Preference will be given to student 
employees, temporary employees and persons who are currently enrolled spring 
quarter of 2005 as full-time students with plans to enroll as full-time students at 
Central during fall quarter of 2005. 
Custodial duties include: sweeping; mopping; vacuuming; dusting; washing 
windows and walls, cleaning and sanitizing restrooms, laying out linen; making 
beds; emptying trash; moving furniture; setting up meeting facilities; and 
delivering and setting up audiovisual equipment. There will be four shifts, 
7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., noon to 8:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. to 
11:00 p.m., with half-hour lunch breaks. 
Laundry duties include: sort and spot linens for washing; load and unload 
washers and dryers; iron, fold and prepare clean linens to. be sent out to various 
departments; and keep laundry room and machinery clean at all times. There 
will be two shifts, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., with half-
hour lunch breaks. 
All shifts run seven days a week. Shifts and days off vary according to workload. 
The minimum qualifications and skills needed for these positions are: 
• Applicant must be at least 16 years of age 
• Be able to perform physical labor 
• Law requires proof of identity and employability 
• Ability to follow through with verbal and/or written instructions 
• Available to work ALL weekends 
• Professional appearance 
• Good customer relations 
• Organization and problem solving skills 
• Punctuality 
• Applicant must pass a background Investigation. 
Hourly wage starting at $7.85 to $8.85 
All interested applicants may apply at Courson Conference Center in the 
registration office, Monday through Friday, between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Applications must be returned no later than 5:00 p.m., April 22, 2005. 
NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during appointment. 
CWU CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
An AA/EEO/TITLE IX INSTITUTION• TOO (509) 963-2143 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Your fature is Central. 
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The weekly sports f ace~off 
Should Congress get involved with baseball and the steroid problem 1 
Congress should not be 
involved with the steroid issue in 
Major League Baseball. It seems as 
though Congress is a little too 
wrapped up in this issue. Don't 
they have better things ' to do, like 
worry about Americans and the 
nation rather than the National 
and American Leagues? I feel that 
while little has been done as of yet, 
an overwhelmingly negative public 
response will force Major League 
Baseball to take sufficient action. 
Why involve Congress when all 
that is n~eded for Bud Selig to see 
that sports fans want to see more 
stringent regulations. The recent 
BASEBALL: 
Wildcats lose in 
GNAC opener 
~ continued from 13 
Head coach Desi Storey took a 
more diplomatic approach to the bang-
bang sequence. 
"It was very close," Storey said. 
''We had a good relay, it could have 
gone either way. The truth is that it was 
Andy Reeves 
Staff reporter 
minor league suspensions seem like a 
dece~t start. 
I strongly disagree with the use 
of any performance-enhancing drug. 
Steroid use has taken some of the 
challenge out of the game. It almost 
seems as though the MLB aren't as 
exciting as they were even a decade 
or two ago. The homerun has gone 
from an exhilarating spectacle to a 
fairly common occurrence. Steroid 
use has definitely damaged the image 
of the Major League, its players and 
brought all levels of baseball under 
scrutiny. Players that have used 
steroids have not only cheated sports 
fans, but other players as well. 
I believe that Congress should 
get involved with the steroid prob-
lem· in Major League Baseball 
because it goes beyond the sport. 
There are kids in our society that 
want to be the next Barry Bonds, 
Mark McGwire or Sammy Sosa. If 
we do allow Congress to get 
involved with the steroid problem, 
we are setting standards and ~e are 
showing that doing steroids is not 
ok. Kids are the next generation of 
baseball players and we need to 
show them that steroids are danger-
ous and that the players that did 
take steroids made a mistake and 
should not be proud of what they 
Brooke Saul 
Staff reporter 
one play in a long game. We still had 
our chances." 
for Central. 
In game one the Wildcats fell 14-8, 
game two was a 9-4 defeat. 
SOFTBALL: 
Storey also said that, put in the same 
situation, he would still go with Stump 
to finish things off. 
"Parrish did a great job," Storey 
said. "Robby's my closer." 
Western Oregon put up two runs in 
the top of the eighth to take a five to 
three lead. In the bottom half of the 
inning, Central cut the lead to 5-4 with 
the tying run at second and one down. 
Rowberg, though, grounded into a dou-
ble play, ending the game. 
Sunday, things seemed to snowball 
"I think that we pressed a bit, feel-
ing that since we lost both on Saturday, 
that we had to get them back on 
Sunday," Storey said. "It's hard to win 
ballgames like that." 
Story also said that with strong per-
formances in the coming games Central 
can fight their way back into the mix. 
''\Y/e need to beat Albertson. We do 
that and take care of Saint Martin's on 
the weekend and we'll be right back in 
it," Storey said. 
Women sweep 
weekend matchup 
~ continued from 12 
which brought in three RBis. James 
tripled down the right field line, which 
brought in another RBI. 
In the opening game of the double 
header on Sunday against Seattle 
cwu 
welcom.es am on 
oct. 22, 20.05 
TICKETS ON SALE 
FRIDAY, APRIL ·15. 
@1Da.m. 
SUB RECREATION TICKET COUNTER 
and JERROL'S BODI & SUPPLY CO. 
or by phone: 508-863-3513 
$25 cwu stud~nts I $35 general 
$45 reserved floor (sold at SUB only) 
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
AA/EEOfflTLE IX INSTITUTION/TDD 509-963-2143 
did. Players like McGwire broke 
records left and right, but I believe 
those records should have an aster-
isk next to them because they might 
not be correct. Was Roger Maris 
on steroids when he made the sin-
gle season home .run record in 
1961? In order for MLB to set 
examples for the next generation of 
baseball players, we need to have 
Congress involved so we can set 
examples for generations to come. 
I believe the MLB does not have 
enough rules to enforce the issue of 
steroids. I think we need to have 
Congress more involved with this 
growing problem .. 
University, Central won 3-2. Withers 
improved her record to 6-5 with the 
Will. 
Seattle University won the second 
game by a score of 7-1. Badgley, who 
finished the weekend with a record of 
9-6, received the loss. 
"This team [Central] wants to win 
conference," Frederick said. "We want 
to make it to the regional playoffs." 
Central will host Northwest 
Nazarene University for two double-
headers on Friday and Saturday. 
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Wildcats outrun records, can't finish among top spots 
Aiming for the skies. Freshman javelin thrower Katie McMeel 
practices for the up-coming home meet, Spike Arlt Invitational, 
which will held this Saturday at 11 a.m. 
by Frank Stanley 
Sta.ff reporter 
The track team put up impressive 
numbers last Friday at the Pelluer 
Invitational meet in Cheney. The team 
set a new conference record in the 
men's 4x400'meter relay and freshman 
Krissy Tandle added to her own lead-
ing distance in the shot put. 
The meet was hosted by Eastern 
Washington University and included 
more than 300 participants, mainly 
from Division I and several non-con-
ference schools. Central Washington 
University and Seattle Pacific 
· University were the only schools repre-
senting the Great Northwest Athletic 
Conference. 
"When we go compete in [Division 
I] meets, people get a little more excit-
ed," head coach Kevin Adkisson said. 
"This was a high-quality event, so we 
couldn't bring the whole team, but it 
was still a great meet." 
Get hooked on spring fishing. 
by A nc!J Reeves 
Stajf reporter 
ment, students at Central can enjoy fly-
, fishing the only "blue ribbon" river in 
the state of Washington. There is even 
The Yakima River is known to a course offered by Central as an intro-
anglers as one of the best fly-fishing . duction to fly-fishing. The course 
locations in the Pacific Northwest. . teaches students casting techniques, 
With the correct gear, a fishing license 
and a lot of patience, the best fly-fish-
ing in the state is only minutes away 
from Central Washington -Cniversity. 
Sportsmen from around the nation 
invest substantial amounts of time and 
money to spend a short time fly-fishing 
in the Yakima River. 
It's not uncommon for someone 
that lives as far away as Vermont to 
take time off from work and travel to 
Ellensburg to spend a few days on a 
guided fly-fishing trip. 
"I always hear people complaining 
about how there's nothing to do ·in 
Ellensburg," said Tyler Reynvaan, sen-
ior construction m_anagement major. 
"This area is great for outdoorsy types, 
especially fishermen." 
Fly-fishing is one of the few activi-
ties in the area that can be enjoyed year-
round. For a relatively small invest-
entomology and what conditions are 
best for fly-fishing. 
If a class isn't for you, the staff of 
Worley~Bugger Fly Co. in Ellensburg 
offers casting and fly-tying lessons 
from time to time. Worley-Bugger is 
the only fly-fishing "pro-shop" in 
Eastern Washington, but don't let that 
intimidate you if you are interested in 
fly-fishing. 
Before you head out, make sure you 
consult a copy of "Fishing in 
Washington,'' an annual pamphlet dis-
tributed by the · Washington 
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The 
pamphlet covers the rules and regula-
tions that apply to all types of fishing 
in Washington. However, "Fishing in 
Washington" can't tell you where the 
"good" spots are or what tackle works 
the best. For those answers you'll have 
to seek an expert's opinion. 
Expert or semi-expert opinion on 
fly-fishing the Yakima River isn't hard 
to find in Ellensburg. If you don't 
know anyone who fly-fishes, check the 
Internet or visit a pro-shop; both 
sources can provide a lot of informa-
tion to someone who wants to learn 
more about the sport. However, the 
best expertise is gained through experi-
ence. Every angler has his or her 
favorite combination of timing, equip-· 
ment and technique. 
"Fly-fishing is really an individual 
type sport," said Danny Snider, 
employee of Worley-Bugger Outfitters. 
Ply-fishing could be the answer to 
the "nothing-to-do weekends" many 
students at Central often encounter. 
"Just get out and get away from the 
city, it's better than watching T.V.," 
Reynvaan said. ''You might even get 
addicted to it." 
If you're· complaining about how 
bored you are in Ellensburg, get off the 
couch and go fishing. Take advantage 
of your time at Central, some of the 
best outdoor recreation in the state is 
only minutes away from campus. 
Between Central and Seattle Pacific, 
the two schools set five new confer-
ence records. The_ men's 4x400 relay 
team, consisting of junior Mike Kelley, 
freshman Andy Gundel, sophomore 
Cresap Watson and sophomore Eric 
Reynolds, shaved exactly four seconds 
off the conference record with a time 
of 3 minutes, 21 seconds, while finish-
ing in second place to Montana. 
Tandle added seven inches to her 
previous mark in the shot put with a 
throw of 42-6.25. Tandle also took 
third in the discus throw. 
"I had a little more energy at that 
time, but I was a bit surprised that it 
went that far," Tandle said. "I really like 
competing at Eastern, I went there a 
couple times in high school, and did 
well every time." 
Junior Terran Legard, who opted to 
redshirt herself this outdoor season 
and run unattached, went on to win 
both the women's 200- and 400-meter 
dashes. Had she not ran unattached at 
this meet, she would have set a new 
conference record in the 400, winning 
· with a time of 55:63, nearly five sec-
onds faster than the current record. 
Most events were won by the host 
Eastern Washington and the other 
Division I competitors, with no first 
place finishes by the Wildcats. 
The top men's performances by 
Central, aside from the men's relay, 
included sophomore Robert Edwards 
in the men's 110 hurdles, sophomore 
Cameron Neel in the men's discus and 
freshman Cameron Bailey in the men's 
high jump, all placing second in their 
events. 
Other notable finishes include 
freshman Alex Clark placing third in 
the 110 hurdles, behind Edwards, and 
Cresap Watson placing third in the 
high jump, behind Bailey. · 
Coming up, the Wildcats are staying 
home this weekend as they host the 
Spike Arlt Invitational on Saturday at 
11 a.m. in Tomlinson Stadium. 
LAC R-0 SSE: Wildcats must now rely 
on crucial victory for playoff berth 
"'4 continued from 12 
when midfielder Rich Albo was 
injured with a concussion. He was 
looked over by the trainer on the side-
line and is out for the remainder of the 
season. Central trailed by six points 
going into the fourth quarter. 
Central now must beat division 
leader Montana on the road to earn a 
playoff berth. 
It could be a difficult task for the 
Central team to simply show up. 
According to Pidgeo!)., too few players 
can afford to make the trip to 
Montana. If that's the case, the team 
will have to forfeit the game. 
The men's lacrosse team is a club, 
which means it isn't financially backed 
by the University. 
"I have three players who aren't on 
the roster this year because they can't 
afford to be on the team,'' Pidgeon 
said. 
The team pays two referees to offi-
ciate its games, but doesn't have 
enough money for a third official. 
The team organizes fund raisers to 
help pay for their expenses, but the 
rest comes right out of the player's 
pockets. 
"If this school wants a competitive 
lacrosse team, we need financial sup-
port,'.' Pidgeon said. 
Pidgeon also added it was hard to 
recruit lacrosse players to come and 
play for Central when so much 
responsibility falls upon the players. 
"We had a very rough schedule this 
year, 12th in the nation," Serrianne 
said. 
Central wraps up the regular sea-
son by hosting the University of 
Washington (8-3) April 17th at noon 
in Ellensburg. 
(()l Summer 
C . -~F. u· .. SA··· .. Camp Jobs amp ire .. 
Great outdoor jobs working with youth. A 
variety of positions available: counselors, 
lifeguards, instructors, horseback riding staff 
trip leaders, cooks and more! 
Visit us at Career Quest 
Monday, April 21 
Get the details at Student Employment in Barge 
Hall #103, 963 3008. Or call Sealth, 206 463 3174, 
ca.mpstaff@campfire-usa.org. 
OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS 
MOSIN NAGANT 7.62X54 MAKE $7K TO $9K THIS TWO UPSTAIRS BED- $450 GROUP FUNDRAISER 
RIFLE. Made in Russia, 1943. SUMMER Ext. Painting in ROOMS FOR RENT. 1 block SCHEDULING BONUS 4 PEOPLE!! Matching serial numbers, Longview, WA and Portland, OR from campus, t\yo story home. hours of your group's time PLUS 
includes bayonet, sling & Reqs: Reliable vehicle. Must be Upstairs has its own bathroom & our free (yes, free) fundraising In two short months, ammo pouch. $200 firm. 509- clean cut. Full Time. No exp. kitchen. The rooms can be rent- solutions EQUALS $1000-$2000 
929-3889 necessary. Will train. Call Twin ed together or seperately. in earnings for your group. Call you will be desperate 
City Painting @ 360~636-5505 Available for April or May. today for a $45.0 bonus when to find someone to take NANNY WANTED FOR M-F 8-5PM $305/month + utilities. Call you schedule your non-sales 
. WEEKENDS: Caring, organ- Matt 509-998-3516 fundraiser with over your lease, buy 
ized, energetic, creative, enjoys NEED SOMETHING CampusFundraiser. Contact your unwanted stuff, or 
the outdoors, reliable transporta- WELDED? I have the equip- FEMALE RM WANTED to CarnpusFundraiser, (888) 923- give you employment. tion, willing to travel. Call for ment and several years of share new, nicely furnished 3238 or visit www.campus-
more details: 962-6652. welding experience. Jeeps, cars, home near CWU with profes- fundraiser.corn Place your ad now! 
4x4, custom fabrication,I'll do sional female & two cats. For STUDENTS GET HEELER MIX PUPPIES for anything. worrellz@cwu.edu spring/summer quarters. LOOKING FOR A FANTAS-
sale. Ready soon. Corne with (253) 686-2873 $325/mo., includes most utilities. TIC SUMMER JOB? We are FREE first shots. $50. Call 509-929- 899-0284, 933-4272 College Pro Painters and we are 
CWU stu-
~ 
6454 GUITAR LESSONS currently hiring for the summer. CLASSIFIEDS IN 
dent teaching guitar lessons to MALE ROOMMATE WANT- (888) 277-9787 www.college-
SUMMER HOUSE beginners lots of experience, $10 ED in large three bedroom pro.com THE OBSERVER. 
PAINTING-Bellevue 40 hrs/wk per 112 hour, can supply guitar, house. Large fenced yard, To place an ad, just $8.50-$10.50/hr. Work outside can meet whereever is good for shop/ garage, outside pets ok, MAKE A DIFFERENCE -
w/ other college· students. student. Email at $350 and 1/3 of utilities Call Become a Bridges mentor and email it to 
Please contact Peter @ 206-356- casey72084@juno.com or call at 509-929-2343 work with kids. Call Veronica pag~c@cwu.edu. 1556 425-221-8437. @ 963.:.1347 
. ' 
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